
SEEING BEYOND THE ROOFTOPS THE WINNERS

Beyond our rooftop gardens, we are known for big bold branch arrangements, lush floral, unique succulents and
surprising botanicals. for some of the best.

Someone's closed a deal -- they'll head to Sevva to toast associates facing the champion view. You can enjoy
tasty Japanese eats by day, and live DJ sets by night. You can step inside for a simple supper behind the
floor-to-ceiling windows. The Meatpacking District's most fabulous mingle here, sipping stiff drinks and
glancing over their shoulders at the celebrity scenery. The shed bar is still there, with four keg lines and a
cocktail menu, but if you fancy something hot to eat, grab a Patty Smith burger or a slice of Dough Boys pizza
downstairs. To find Roku Nana's nondescript three-story white building, you have to call the bar and beg for
directions. Open from Thursday through to Sunday, the rooftop will help you ease into the weekend with a
cold pint of Northern Monk and Magic Rock. The atmosphere is cashed-up bohemian -- inside are a Van
Gogh-esque mural, fresh flowers and views of Qianmen, the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square. Courtesy
Francesca Street Spectacular Edinburgh is known for its cold winds, but on a fine day there are few better
places to catch some Scottish rays than eating a luxurious meal and sipping a cocktail at Tower Restaurant.
Jumeirah Beach Hotel Located on the 24th floor of the iconic wave-shaped Jumeirah Beach Hotel , this
elevated cocktail bar has a spacious terrace with views of the Burj Al Arab and the striking skyline in Dubai.
Well it does, but it's a secret. Come night, DJs entertain an international crowd. After a few glasses of wine by
the floor-to-ceiling windows, guests can head up to the outdoor hot tub and relax under the stars. To get a table
at the rooftop terrace you'll need to arrive early, but your efforts will be rewarded. A swim in the infinity pool
is a must. Hotel 3. It's a great place for soaking up the atmosphere and enjoying panoramic views of the eternal
city. Chairs are lined around the edge of the terrace facing out over Leeds, with a few marble tables for groups
â€” and after dark, your revelries will be lit by a canopy of fairy lights. Brunch is also a cocktail-cornucopia,
should you want it. The food is also good. It was updated, reformatted and republished in  SkyLounge For an
utterly one-off view of Leeds, head to the highest rooftop bar in the city â€” SkyLounge sits at the pinnacle of
the DoubleTree by Hilton, taking its place on the thirteenth floor and offering stunning views that stretch out
into the horizon. Notre Dame Rooftop Cheese and Wine Restaurant , Jerusalem A place to rest your sore heels
after a day of sightseeing and trekking in historical Jerusalem, the Notre Dame Rooftop Cheese and Wine
Restaurant welcomes wary travelers with a glass of well-earned wine and intricately adorned cheese plates.
Inventive cocktails utilize seasonal fruit and homemade infusions and liquors yum, limoncello! The open-air
terrace, which on a clear day takes in panoramic views of the sea and the island of Aegina, offers an Eastern
rather than a Greek snacking menu. There's a very pricey indoor restaurant, but a reasonably priced list of bar
snacks. If you're unable to tear yourself away from the fancy night lights, stave off hunger with the platter of
five Wagyu mini burgers and the chopped tuna tartar and flatbread while enjoying the nightly laser show. The
effect is like being in a little space ship. Ever classy, and just a bit breezier and cooler than down below, many
rooftop bars are the picture-perfect location for a killer selfie or Instagram shot of that ice-cold cocktail.
Editor's note: This article was previously published in  The service is also first class. The artfully decorated
refurbished Ottoman building feels like a Crusader castle. Custom cocktails combine top-shelf bottles like
patron tequila with tropical fruit purees, while small tapas dishes like tuna tartare feature elements such as
Persian lemon powder, Uzbeki apricots and yuzu and yogurt foam. Their own label has been supplied by the
same South Australian vineyard for 20 years. One part is reserved for dining and drinking, the other is for
sunbathing and swimming. There's an extensive drinks menu, but you'll be too busy gawping at the view to
pay attention to much else. A spacious multiple-award winning restaurant with floor-to-ceiling windows opens
out onto a huge terrace where you can eat, drink or -- later -- throw some shapes on the dance floor when the
bar turns into one of the city's trendiest clubs. On a clear day you can see all the way to Corsica, while the rest
of the time it provides dizzying views over Monaco's glittering harbor dotted with sailing boats and gin
palaces. The views over to Mount Etna and Taormina should cure the most stubborn case of writers' block. Tip
for ladies: bikinis are for sale under the name of "Vue Jacuzzi Wear" on the drink menu. Precariously perched
14 meters above the crashing Indian Ocean at the base of Ayana Hotel, the open-top bar sits right on the
spot-lit water's edge and at high tide the waves crash just a few feet from guests' feet. Two Rooms runs late --
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offering classy nighttime views. The scene is made up of ocean-going vessels floating in the harbor with a
backdrop of the old airport, Kai Tak. You can sit on the grass or gaze down on the suits hurrying along the
streets far below. Sky Bar, Grand Hotel: Barcelona, Spain Another bar combining drinks and an inviting pool,
on the top of a stunning five-star hotel.


